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Thank you!

POK shares the surprise and sorrow of the French people and all foreign
spectators who witnessed, lived, the tragic fire of the cathedral Notre-
Dame de Paris.

Notre-Dame de Paris stands for more than 8 centuries of history. This is
a highly valued place, not only in the religious and spiritual History of
France, but also a unique landmark in the heart of the Nation.

POK would like to warmly thank all the firefighters who saved this
cathedral, thanks to their courage, tenacity and professionalism.

Pascal Cambournac - International Sales Director 

http://jk3h.mjt.lu/nl2/jk3h/m548o.html?
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POK and the FRENCH FAB

POK has joined the French Fab.

https://www.lafrenchfab.fr/entreprise/pok-sas/

The French Fab was launched on October 2017, by Bruno Le Maire, the
Economy and Finance Minister, with the following objectives:

- accelerate the transformation of the French industry

- unite French industrial companies under the same banner

- promote the future of the French industry and the attractiveness of
its professions

- promote worldwide the excellency of French businesses.

New products flyer

POK presents its new brochure introducing our latest diffusers. You will
discover the Prostoia range showing the following advantages:

- an improved range thanks to a lower pressure drop

- a more fluid and concentrated diffused attack and protection water
stream

- a more effective water stream from 4 bars

- a variable flow diffuser over a wide range: 500/ 1,000/ 1,000/
1,500/ 2,000/ 2,500 and 3,000 L/min.

You can find all our products flyers on www.pok-fire.com
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POK recruits. Join Us !
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POK SAS - 18 Cours Antoine Lavoisier - 10400 Nogent-sur-Seine - FRANCE
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